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1. Introduction 

In the last decades a paradigm shift can be observed on the field of data acquisition and processing 

that put more emphasis on surface-like data collection besides measuring discrete points. Terrestrial 

laser scanning (TLS) became mature technology in the 2000s. The application field of such point 

cloud producing technique is broad; it is widely used in architecture, archeology, mining, 

mechanical engineering and engineering survey. Since the late 2000s the structure from motion and 

pixel-wise surface reconstruction is continuously emerging, which had a huge support by the rapid 

development and broadening application of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS). The procedure 

enables creating point clouds from the object to be surveyed based on multiple images taken from 

different positions. 

In my thesis I investigated the applicability of point clouds, the potential processing solutions and 

workflows through engineering (e.g. engineering geological and historical architectural) 

applications. My investigations mostly relied on real surveys of industrial projects, however, I also 

carried out dedicated measurements for specific tasks. All the applied data acquisition techniques 

(TLS, Structured Light Scanning (SLS) close-range photogrammetry, UAS) produce point clouds 

from which I created wide range of end products. My research also covered crowdsourced data, I 

analyzed both the point clouds that can be derived and their engineering purpose applications. 

2. Systematizing different point cloud-based data acquisition technologies 

As it has been experienced since the beginning of TLS applications, the users and other 

stakeholders cannot decide which data acquisition technology fulfil the requirements, how the 

results can be achieved in the most efficient and economical way. Point cloud-based method was 

used and not used to a particular task in many cases based on wrong decision. To avoid such 

problems, I think it is necessary to systematize and evaluate the technologies based on basic aspects 

and technical parameters. 

The parameters have been selected based on my prior surveying experiences and on thorough 

literature survey. Some parts of the aspects are technology-driven, but I also considered economic 

and legal issues during the analysis (Table 1). 
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TLS Close range 

photogrammetry

UAS 

photogrammetry

Crowdsourcing* 

Environment Out/indoor Out/indoor Outdoor Out/indoor 

Coverage [m2] 50 – 500 10 – 100 500 – 60 000 10 – 100 

Geometric 

resolution[cm] 
0,1 – 3 0,1 – 3 1 – 10 3 – 10 

Spatial accuracy 

[cm] 
0,3 – 5 0,2 – 10 1 – 25 10 – 100 

Temporal resolution 

(historic)  
- - - Nagy 

Vertical surveying 

capability 
Low Low High High** 

Operational risk Moderate Low High None 

Expertise need Moderate Low Moderate High 

Instrument cost High Low Moderate None 

Processing time need Low – manual 
Moderate – 

automatic 

Moderate – 

automatic 
High – manual 

* If appropriate images are available** Currently many crowdsourced UAS images are available 

Table 1: Specification of data acquisitions technologies 

Data acquisition procedures are to be selected considering the particular task and its requirements. 

I systematized the characteristics of four data acquisitions technologies (TLS, Close-range 

photogrammetry, UAS and crowdsourcing) in a structured manner. The primary technology can 

be selected based on the requirements such as accuracy, resolution, coverage, costs and time 

limitations. 

 

3. Supporting cliff face stability analysis by TLS and UAS  

There are multiple examples of remote sensing applications supporting engineering geology 

analysis; different techniques can be applied for different kinds of engineering tasks. Space- and 

Thesis 1: I systematized the point cloud based data acquisition methods 
considering surveying characteristics and point cloud parameters (application 
environment, coverage, geometric resolution, spatial resolution, vertical surveying 
capability, operational risk, expertise need, instrument cost, processing time need) 
to support selecting the optimal technology to particular appications. 
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airborne remote sensing provides data from large areas, while TLS and UAS ensures high accuracy 

and resolution from smaller areas. 

Sirok castle is an important sight of Heves county, and is located on the top of the Castle hill 

surrounded by steep cliff faces (Figure 1). The condition of these faces below the upper castle 

became critical in the last years, therefore its safety supervision was required in order to ensure the 

safety of visitors and support the potential strengthening techniques. 

Engineering geologists executed onsite measurements with Schmidt-hammer and geological 

compass and obtained geological core samples by drilling to enable laboratory analysis. The 

geometry of the cliff face was to be captured by dense cross-sections. The cliffs are partly covered 

by vegetation, partly hardly accessible, the surfaces are rugged, fragmented. Therefore the 

combination of applying TLS and UAS was selected: areas occluded for the TLS were captured by 

UAS (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 1: Point cloud obtained by Faro Focus 3D S 120 TLS and the applied equipment 
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Figure 2: UAS image locations around the castle (and the derived surface model) 

The point cloud itself is suitable to derive most of the products needed by the stability analysis but 

the generated surface model has more advantages. Hereby the cross-sections are composed by 

continuous lines instead of connecting discrete points in the point cloud manually or semi-

automatically. We applied TIN (Triangular Irregular Network) for modelling that ensures realistic, 

high level of detail representation of the cliff faces and the man-made caves in the castle (Figure 

3). 

 

Figure 3: Man-made caves in the castle and the selected cross-sections 

Moreover, the surface models enable obtaining maps indicating potential hazard locations. 

Panoramic images captured during laser scanning provided the basis for the street-view application 

that supplements the analysis based on the images taken by geologists. Hence the area can be 
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virtually walked through in the office, cracks and other surface marks with geological relevance can 

be spatially analyzed. 

In summary, through the example of the Sirok cliff face stability analysis I proved the combined 

applicability of TLS and UAS to support engineering geology investigations. I presented the 

advantages and potential of the dual data source; the accuracy, coverage, resolution of the 

combined point cloud, results that can be achieved by applying other techniques only in a longer 

period of time and in a less economic way. The derived surface model, cross-sections, isoline maps, 

3D print and virtual tour along with the geological measurements and onsite and laboratory 

investigations enable global and local stability analysis which result in selecting the areas to be 

strengthened and the method of the procedure. 

 

4. Historical architectural investigation – surveying architectural details’ geometry 

Defining and describing the size and shape of objects is required in wide engineering, architectural 

and archaeological application fields. Historical architectural analysis is certainly among them. 

Regarding size there are large-scale investigations related to settlement structures and land use, 

while small-scale ones involve studying building stones and their geometry; I dealt with the latter 

case during my research (Figure 4). 

    

a.) b.) c.) d.) 

Figure 4: Architectural details surveyed during the investigations. a.) #0048, b.) #0051, c.) #0068, 
d.) #0121 

Among the instruments applied, the Artec Eva scanner has the highest measurement accuracy, thus 

we used the Artec models as references. 

 

Thesis 2: I developed a TLS and UAS based surveying and processing procedure 
that supports the engineering geological analysis of complex geometric surfaces 
considering the coverage, geometric resolution and accuracy requirements and 
optimizing resources. 
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I evaluated the result data considering multiple aspects: 

 Point cloud deviation from reference (Figure 5) 

 Model volume and surface area, and number of composing triangles (Figure 6) 

 Mean point density 

 Cross-section area and perimeter values 

 Time and expertise need 

 Costs 

 

a.) 

 

b.) 

 

c.) 

Figure 5: Deviation maps (from reference surface model) of #0051 stone a) Canon, b) Faro, and 

c) Kinect model 
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Figure 6: Volume deviation percentages from reference 

The SLS technology used as reference provides such detailed models that enables representing 

even tiny deviations; the model is a realistic representation. Evaluating the other three technologies 

the pixel-wise reconstruction emerged that supports deriving the main stone sizes, however, it is 

not capable of reproducing the tiniest surface details. In future research it seems reasonable to 

investigate the applicability of models provided by multiple, less professional sensors (e.g. mobile 

phone cameras) to support wide application and cost-efficiency. 

From the studied technologies it can be stated that image based solutions can be considered as only 

alternative technologies to survey such stones. 
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Thesis 3/a: I developed a point cloud based procedure to generate object models 
of architectural details that enables to derive and evaluate spatial (volume, 
surface), and planar (perimeter and area of selected cross-sections) parameters, 
and global deviation (maximum, mean) and local deviation (deviation map) 
parameters according to the applied surveying technology. 

Thesis 3/b: I proved the applicability of pixel wise object reconstruction 
procedures for geometric analysis of architectural details based on spatial (volume 
and surface values, deviation of surface models) and planar (perimeter and area) 
parameters using high accuracy SLS data as reference. 
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5. Supporting building information modeling by point clouds during reconstruction 

works. 

Building information modeling (BIM) concept is dated back to the 1970s. This is a procedure 

dedicated to support the full lifecycle of the building from design, through construction, until 

operation. BIM enables the digital representation of real facilities, involving all physical and 

functional features and enables information exchange to all stakeholders regardless of technology 

and platform. 

Applying TLS is beneficial in several cases compared to conventional surveying methods (total 

station, laser distance measurers) to support reconstruction purpose BIM. Surveying complex, 

fragmented buildings, halls or equipment is time consuming and expensive with conventional 

techniques. In general, TLS requires less onsite work and surveys the entire surfaces in the range 

of the scanner. As additional benefit, color and/or intensity values can be captured that supports 

object recognition. Although ranging accuracy is usually less than that of a total station, the 

provided accuracy is sufficient for most BIM requirements. Full area survey enables capturing 

objects that are missing from the original plans (pipes outside the wall, switches, and lamps) (Figure 

7). Objects and building parts with no available plans can be also modeled, recorded and 

documented. 

 

a.) b.) 

Figure 7: a) Building electricity blueprints do not contain the height of switches that can be 

derived from the point clouds and models, b) after reconstruction state: pipe locations are 

obtained from the point clouds and models. 

 

Thesis 4: I proved the applicability of TLS point clouds to support 
reconstruction oriented BIM. In the applied workflow models showing the 
existing state can be derived that could not be obtained or could be done only in 
a complicated and costly way. 
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6. Applicability of crowdsourcing for object reconstruction and engineering analysis 

Due to high level automation and available computing capacity the pixel-wise object reconstruction 

is the currently most widely used computer vision and photogrammetry method. Point clouds 

derived this was enable detailed 3D modeling by less instrument costs compared to that of TLS. 

Such procedures are composed by three steps (Figure 8). First, the images are to be coupled by tie 

points, then spatial reconstruction is to be done and finally modelling is carried out. The applied 

algorithms are different in the available software environments. 

 

Figure 8: Pixel-wise reconstruction flow chart 

I investigated the applicability of data from Flickr and Youtube to support solving engineering 

tasks. I selected multiple touristic sights in Hungary as test fields (Table 2-3). I carried out reference 

measurements in case of the Millennium monument and Stone Lion. 
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Number of 

downloaded images 

Number of 

processed images 
Result point amount 

Resolution 1024 1600 1024 1600 1024 1600 

Millennium monument 6 301 14 122 601 573 522 885 1 520 375 

One stone lion of the 

Lánchíd 
6 815 7 865 63 40 22 057 48 939 

Parliament 6 938 19 187 167 84 106 077 126 856 

Table 2: Reference measurement parameters to assess crowdsourced point cloud quality 

Location 
Video length 

[min:sec] 

Resolution 

[pixel] 
Processed images 

Number of 

points in the 

point cloud 

Millennium 

monument 

2:58 
1280×720 

3840×2160 

129 

128 

54 420 

509 713 

3:55 1280×720 201 83 720 

Premontre 

monastery of 

Ócsa 

4:43 1920×1080 170 407 829 

Premontre 

monastery of 

Zsámbék 

4:16 1920×1080 238 812 813 

1:42 1920×1080 100 255 885 

5:24 1920×1080 307 564 801 

Table 3: Paramteres of crowdsourced videos and processing 

Looking at the deviation maps (from reference) higher deviations can be observed at the object 

borders, however, this deviations are usually lower than 1 dm. The derived crowdsourced point 

clouds are scaled, no remarkable distortions and twists can be observed, hence they can be used 

for engineering purposes (e.g. urban planning, creating or updating navigation maps) considering 

the provided accuracy level (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: Deviation map of the stone lion of Lánchíd; absolute distances are represented 

Pixel-wise reconstruction enables independently from image source even in case of amateur images 

to derive image locations and obtaining point cloud or model. Factors having remarkable impact 

of the end product are: image locations (object range, image geometry), overlap between images, 

number of images, geometric and radiometric resolution of images, and applying appropriate depth 

of focus. 

 

7. Summary 

My research field is optimizing point cloud based procedures to support engineering applications. 

I applied different data acquisition (e.g. terrestrial laser scanning, close range photogrammetry), 

processing (e.g. matching, registration, filtering), and visualization solutions (e.g. surface models, 

sections, views), and studied their theoretical background. 

Based on my PhD studies I systematically categorized the point cloud based data acquisition 

methods (e.g. terrestrial laser scanning, close range photogrammetry, UAS photogrammetry and 

Thesis 5: Based on reference measurements I proved that applying large amount 
of crowdsourced images and videos enable SfM and CMVS based spatial 
modeling and engineering analysis considering the image locations, number and 
resolution values. 
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crowdsourcing) in order to support selecting the optimal technology for specific application based 

on certain parameters (e.g. spatial coverage, geometrical resolution). 

Based on slope stability investigations I developed combined terrestrial laser scanning and UAS 

photogrammetry surveying and processing method that enables the engineering geology analysis 

of complex, hardly accessible, irregular surfaces. 

I compared and evaluated different measurement technologies (terrestrial laser scanning, structured 

light scanning, close range photogrammetry) to support the geometric analysis of gothic 

architectural stone details. I proved the high potential of photogrammetry in such analyses. 

During my studies I also dealt with the emerging building information modeling; I investigated the 

potential of applying point clouds, considering their advantages and shortcomings. I executed 

measurements and created models during real reconstruction projects. 

Crowdsourcing based data acquisition has broad application areas; it also supports geoinformatics 

and remote sensing research activities. In this field my goal is to evaluate the potential of different 

data sources (images and videos) to support engineering applications. 
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Theses 

Thesis I 

I systematized the point cloud based data acquisition methods considering surveying characteristics and point cloud 

parameters (application environment, coverage, geometric resolution, spatial resolution, vertical surveying capability, 

operational risk, expertise need, instrument cost, processing time need) to support selecting the optimal technology to 

particular appications. 

Related publications: [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] 

Thesis II 

I developed a TLS and UAS based surveying and processing procedure that supports the engineering geological 

analysis of complex geometric surfaces considering the coverage, geometric resolution and accuracy requirements and 

optimizing resources. 

Related publications: [2], [8], [9], [10], [11] 

Thesis III/a 

I developed a point cloud based procedure to generate object models of architectural details that enables to derive and 

evaluate spatial (volume, surface), and planar (perimeter and area of selected cross-sections) parameters, and global 

deviation (maximum, mean) and local deviation (deviation map) parameters according to the applied surveying 

technology. 

Thesis III/b 

I proved the applicability of pixel wise object reconstruction procedures for geometric analysis of architectural details 

based on spatial (volume and surface values, deviation of surface models) and planar (perimeter and area) parameters 

using high accuracy SLS data as reference. 

Related publications: [4], [12] 

Thesis IV 

I proved the applicability of TLS point clouds to support reconstruction oriented BIM. In the applied workflow 

models showing the existing state can be derived that could not be obtained or could be done only in a complicated 

and costly way. 

Related publications: [11], [10], [3] 

Thesis V 

Based on reference measurements I proved that applying large amount of crowdsourced images and videos enable SfM 

and CMVS based spatial modeling and engineering analysis considering the image locations, number and resolution 

values. 

Related publications: [12], [5], [7], [13] 
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